DATE: October 23, 2014

TO: UAF Faculty Senate Curriculum Review Committee

FROM: CLA Curriculum Review Committee

RE: MUS F476 Senior Project - Format 1 - New Course Proposal

During the CLA Curriculum Council’s review the Music department was asked to provide an estimate of how many students they will have per year; and, whether students will be grouped together or each be assigned a single professor (e.g. analogous to the grad committee chair system). The following response from the department may be of use to you as well.

Department response:

"With four different tracks in the BA, we would hope to have at least four in each track in year one and build from there. We will likely also pick up some students who begin as BMus degree and switch to BA. So, we would have sixteen or so seniors in any one year taking the Senior project course when we get the program up and running as planned.

Each student would enroll with a different professor as an advisor, so faculty would take these individually on their load per student, and we would assign different section numbers, as we do with private lessons and recitals under the same course number. The course would be run as "directed scholarly activity", not requiring students to meet together, but only individually with their assigned faculty."